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Abstract
We report a study of collaborative problem solving among
’groups’ of two and three people, collaborating face-to-face
or supported by high quality videoconference links. Tasks
were completed equally well in each condition but more talk
was needed to accomplish the task when 3 individuals
collaborated either face-to-face or in video-mediated
conditions. Careful analysis of the problem solving
dialogues, in terms of how ’common ground’ was achieved,
revealed the kinds of communicative functions that led to
longer multiparty interactions. Lengthier stretches of talk
occur characteristically where knowledge is distributed
between two of the three individuals. Establishing common
ground among three partially knowledgeable participants is
particularly challenging in multiparty interaction. A high
quality, multimedia communication system seems to be able
to support this communicative process quite effectively.

Introduction

Computer supported collaborative working is a rapidly
growing area in commercial life and academic research.
Technological developments in multimedia
communications technologies have given added impetus to
these new ways of working. Two different ways of
exploiting multimedia communications are becoming
widespread: videoconferencing, usually utilizing dedicated
video meeting rooms designed to support distributed group
meetings; and desktop videoconferencing tools which
allow person-to-person connections often with access to
shared tools, ranging from simple shared whiteboards
through to more complex shared software applications.

Ethnographic studies in the workplace (for example,
Heath and Luff 1992, Kristofferson and Roden, 1996) have
shown how much work, often thought of as individual, in
fact involves delicate collaborations among two or more
work-mates using a variety of documents and other
workplace objects. One of the implications of such studies
is that much remote collaborative work might benefit from
the kind of information technology support which provides
access to more than one colleague and which allows shared
access to relevant work artifacts. From the psychological
literature we know rather little about the nature of
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multiparty interactions and how they are affected by the
introduction of support by computers and communications
technology.

Researchers such as O’ Conaill, Whittaker, and Wilbur
(1993), Sellen (1995), Olson, Olsen, and Meader (1995),
and Isaacs and Tang (1997), have investigated how
different kinds of computer support impact on
collaborative group work. The focus of many studies has
been the advantages or disadvantages of different forms of
communications technologies such as higher or lower
quality videoconference links with higher or lower frame
rates or better audio and video synchronization or different
configurations of videoconference systems.

A few studies have been conducted which focus on the
nature of small group interaction and the impacts of
computer mediation upon these processes. For example,
Silver, Cohen, and Crutchfield (1994) explored the effects
of status on the extent of group members’ contributions to
meetings and the relative influence of status in face-to-face
and computer-mediated groups. Research on mediated
groups builds on the social psychology tradition of
exploring the patterns of influence and turn taking in group
interactions (Dabbs and Ruback 1987; Parker 1988; Ng,
Brooke, and Dunne 1995). Several studies, for example,
have reported that in small groups two-way interactions
dominate (Parker 1988; Carletta, Garrod and Fraser-Krauss
1998; Ishizaki and Kato 1998).

Although there is little previous research which
compares dyads with small groups, the implications of the
research of Clark and his colleagues might suggest that
achieving a shared understanding, or ’common ground’, is
more difficult where more than two people are involved
(Schober and Clark 1989; Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986;
Wilkes-Gibbs and Clark 1992; and Clark 1996).

In a recent study we compared two and three party
interactions supported by high quality videoconference
links and compared these to equivalent face-to-face
interactions (Anderson et al. 1999). We found that 
similar level of task performance was achieved in the
different types of interactions, but that three party
interactions, both face-to-face and mediated, required
participants to expend more interactive effort, i.e. to use
more talk to achieve their goal, than in two party
interactions. It seems that it is the complexity of
multiparty interaction that causes these effects, not the
addition of technological support, as three party face-to-
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face and video mediated interactions were very similar and
both differed significantly from equivalent two party
interactions. Here we explore what underlies these
differences between 2 and 3 party interactions; in particular
exploring to what extent the process of establishing
common ground differs in multiparty interactions.

We used a collaborative problem solving task, The Map
Task (Brown et al. 1984), which elicits spontaneous yet
comparable dialogues from different speakers and which
we have used in previous research, (e.g. Anderson et al.
1997; Doherty-Sneddon et al. 1997). The task has been
found to be sensitive to the effects of communicative
medium. Most importantly for the purposes of the present
investigations it allows the researchers to control the
knowledge available to each participant and thus to analyze
the way in which participants resolve different kinds of
knowledge mismatches and hence establish mutual
knowledge during their interactions.

Here we pose the following questions:

Why do three party multimediated interactions differ
from two?

How is common ground established in two and three
party interactions?

What communicative functions underlie the increased
length of multiparty interactions?

Method

Participants
One hundred and forty eight undergraduates were paid £5
sterling for participating. For the video-mediated
conditions (VMC), undergraduates were recruited at both
the University of Glasgow and the University of
Nottingham. In the face-to-face condition all participants
were recruited at the University of Glasgow.

Design

Sessions were run in blocks for the 2 party VMC, 3 party
VMC and 3 party face-to-face conditions (in order to
reduce reconfiguration requirements on the computers used
in the VMC conditions). Participants attempted two
versions of the Map Task, swapping between the
instruction giver (IG) and the instruction follower (IF) role,
on trials one and two in the two party VMC. In the three
party conditions, two of the three participants swapped
between instruction giver and instruction follower roles,
while one remained an instruction giver in trials 1 and 2.

None of the participants knew one another before the
trials. Forty-six map tasks were completed in the 2 party
VMC condition, 36 in the 3 party VMC condition and 32
in the 3 party face-to-face condition. Subjects were
randomly assigned on their first task to the instruction
giver or instruction follower roles. Audio recording were

made of all sessions and the detailed word level transcripts
were made of the tape recordings.

Task
Two different instances of the Map Task were used.
Subjects each have a copy of a map, either drawn on paper
or presented on a computer screen. The maps, which are
schematic, show a start point and a number of named
landmarks. Some landmarks are common to all copies of
the maps but others are shown on only 1 (or 2) of the maps.
The numbers of common and divergent landmarks are the
same in both instances of the task. A route is also shown
on the instructions giver(s)’ map. In trials involving three
participants, both instruction givers have an identical route
but, again, some of the landmark features differ between
their maps. The participants’ goal in the Map task is for
the instruction giver(s) to instruct the instruction follower
to reproduce the route accurately.

Procedure

Face-to-Face condition. Paper maps were used and the
three participants sat around a table with low screens
preventing them from seeing one another’s maps, although
their faces were visible to one another.

Video Mediated Conditions. In the VMC conditions
participants were first shown how the videoconference
links operated, as they had no previous experience of such
technologies. In particular, they were shown how images
were captured and relayed, and how to use the mouse to
draw on the onscreen maps. The experimenters reminded
participants that their collaborators were at a location three
hundred miles away.

Instructions to Subjects

Subjects were told that they each had a map of the same
place but that, as the copies had been drawn by different
explorers, there were some differences in the landmarks
shown on the maps. Only the instruction giver(s)’ maps
had a route on it, and their task was to tell the instruction
follower how to reproduce the route accurately on their
map. In VMC conditions participants were told to look
into the camera when they wished to look at the other
person.

Equipment

In the VMC conditions each participant sat at a
workstation which displayed an image of the map (6.3" 
7.85") and video window(s) of the other participant(s). 
camcorder was trained on the local participant. The
workstations processed and sent video images across the
network to the other workstation(s). An Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM) network directly connected the
workstations using IP over ATM. Connections between
Glasgow and Nottingham were made via the SuperJANET
ATM network. Delivery of video images across the
network averaged over 24.9 fps in every session.
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Results

Task Outcome
As we report in Anderson et al. (1999), task outcome was
evaluated by comparing the map drawn by the instruction
follower with the original being described by the
instruction giver(s). The area of deviation between the
two routes was measured and these scores were compared
across conditions. Performance did not differ significantly
across the conditions. Maps were as accurately
reproduced in two and three party VMC conditions and in
three party face-to-face interactions.

Dialogue Analysis

The communication process was explored in analyses
derived from transcriptions of the task interactions. The
overall lengths of the task interactions were compared, and
the number of words was used as the dependent variable in
an Analysis of Variance with Trial (Trial 1 vs. Trial 2) 
Condition (3 Party Face-to-Face, 3 Party VMC, 2 Party
VMC) as independent variables. Dialogues differed across
conditions, (F2, 54=3.27,p<0.05) with significantly longer
interactions in both 3 party conditions (post hoc tests ps
<0.001) which did not differ. The mean numbers of words
per conditions were VMC 2 party 1199, VMC 3 party
1759, face-to-face 3 party 1649.

A second length analysis was conducted using the total
number of turns of speech. This showed a similar pattern
of results. Two party VMC dialogues contained
significantly fewer turns than 3 party VMC interactions,
(main effect of Condition F2, 54=3.1, P=0.05 with post hoc
test, p<0.01) and difference between 2 party VMC and 
party face-to-face conditions approached significance
(p=0.08). Three party VMC and face-to-face interactions
again did not differ in length. Taken together with the
task outcome measures it seems clear that more interactive
work is needed to achieve task success in interactions
involving three collaborators whether face-to-face or
technologically mediated.

Analysis of Dialogue Content: Knowledge States
We wished to explore what caused the increased output in
multiparty interactions. Are there particular kinds of
dialogue events that cause lengthier discussions? Do they
relate to the problem of establishing common ground
among multiple participants with initially different
knowledge states? Previous research on the process of
establishing common ground has shown the complexity of
this process even in two person interactions (Horton and
Keysar 1996; Keysar et al. 1998).

To explore these issues a new form of communication
content coding was devised. This involved an exhaustive
categorization of each turn of speech in terms of the
speakers’ and listeners’ knowledge states about the topic
(map landmark) being discussed. All the 2 and 3 party
VMC dialogues were coded for the knowledge states of

each participant for a given stretch of dialogue. This was a
lengthy process as each of the 164 VMC dialogues took
approximately 2 hours to code, so over 330 hours of
coding were required. The coders first work from the
maps and identify each landmark that might be used as a
reference for an instruction, and categorize each as known
to one, two or, where applicable, all three participants. A
complete categorization of participants’ knowledge states
(KS) was produced with six categories shown in Table 

KSI: feature known to both/all
KS2: feature known only to IF
KS3: feature known only to one IG
KS4: feature known to IG1 & IF but not IG2
KS5: feature known to IG2 & IF but not IG1
KS6: feature known to IG1 & IG2 but not IF
Table 1. Knowledge State Categories

Categories KS1, KS2, KS3 occur in both 2 and 3 party
interactions while KS4, KS5 and KS6 only occur in three
party interactions. Two judges were involved in coding.
Every turn is categorized as task oriented (if it was
concerned with drawing the route), or social. Task
oriented turns were further coded in terms of either the
landmark feature that was being discussed or as
unclassifiable. A turn was assigned to a given land mark
feature if that feature was explicitly or implicitly being
used as the anchor point or destination for a stretch of route
drawing instructions. A stretch of dialogue concerning a
given knowledge state was defined from the first mention
of a landmark as an anchor point.

Turns of speech were also classified and coded as
"social" when they consisted of the exchange of
pleasantries such as greetings or comments directed to
another participant or "meta" when the conversation was
concerned with meta-level comments on the task which
were not directly concerned with completing the route.
Within the meta category a sub-classification was made
(meta tech) for comments which referred in some way 
the multimedia communications technology being used to
support the interactions.

Only a small number of speaker turns (less than 2%)
could not be classified. Comments which referred to the
technologies supporting the interactions were also very
infrequent, with less than 1% of turns relating to the
supporting technologies.

To test the reliability of the coding scheme a Kappa
coefficient ( Siegel and Castellan 1988) was calculated 
sample dialogues coded by both judges and showed good
inter-judge agreement, (kappa = 0.85), according to the
benchmarks for interpreting kappa described by
Krippendorf (1980).

The main hypothesis concerned the way in which
different kinds of participants’ knowledge state would
impact upon the communication process. However, we
began by investigating the extent to which the observed
difference in the overall lengths of the two and three party
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interactions could be accounted for by differences in the
amount of social interaction or by differences in the
frequency with which participants engaged in discussion of
the task itself or of possible problem solving strategies.

These kinds of dialogue contributions are illustrated in
Tables 2 and 3. (In the following tables of coded speech
extracts, stretches of overlapping speech are shown in
pointed brackets and the point of interruption is indicated
with a forward slash).

Speaker Extract Coding
IF Right how you doing? Social
IG Yeah I’m fine thanks right Social + Meta

you got a map in front of
you

IF Yeah Meta
IG And we need to work Meta

from the start to the finish
IF Right Meta
IG Mhm now I’ve got my Telbooth

start point as at the tele
telephone booth

Table 2. Coded speech extracts in 2 Party VMC.

Speaker Extract Coding
IG2 Hello Social
IF Hi Social
IG1 Hi Social
IG2 Hi I’m Michael I’m in Social

Glasgow
IF Right OK Social
IG2 Who are you? Social
IF I’ m Catherine Social
IG2 Catherine hello Social
IGI And I’m Mike in Social

Nottingham
IG2 <Right / Social
IF Right> Social
IG1 So that’s easy right are we Meta + Social

describing this route to
Catherine is it?

IF Yeah Social
IG1 Right OK well I’ve got Telephone booth

from the start mhm just
I’m starting just North of
the telephone booth

Table 3. Coded speech extracts in 3 Part), VMC.

The number of social and meta level comments coded in
the dialogues were tallied. In two party interactions the
average number of turns containing social comments was
1.25 whilst in three party interactions the mean was 4.5.
These data were subjected to a two-way ANOVA with
Party (2 Party vs. 3 Party) as a between dialogue variable
and Task (Task 1 vs. Task 2) as a repeated measure. This

showed a significant main effect of Party (F1, 27 = 13.34,
p<0.001).

Speaker Extract Coding
IG1 Can we hold on here I Meta

think we’ve got a mix up
with east and west for you
Phil what is west is that
the right hand side?

IF No Meta
IG1 Well west is the right

hand side Phil north
south east west west is the
right hand side meta

IF No it isn’t meta
IG1 <It is Meta
IG2 No it’s not> Meta
IG1 <It is Meta
IF I made I made that very Meta

mistake earlier myself>
IG1 No Loma come on you Meta

must back me up on this
one

IG2 No east is to the right Meta
IF <East Meta
IG1 /Yeah east is Meta
IG1 Is it? > Meta
IG2 <Mhm it’s never eat Meta
IG1 /Shredded wheat and Meta

that’s the way it goes
round clockwise so north
is top eat that’s east which
is if you going round in
the shape of a clock north
is 9 o’clock at 12 o’clock
mhm let me check

IF My watch Meta
IG1 Mhm Meta
IF 3 3 o’clock is Meta
IG2 /East Meta
IG2 Yeah east is 3 o’clock > Meta
IG1 <No way
IG2 /All my life I’ve been Meta

getting lost
IG2 South is 6 o’clock > Meta
IG1 <No wonder Meta
IG2 Yes Meta
IF No always a 180 degrees Meta
IG1 /Out Meta
IG2 Look > Meta
IG1 <OK let’s Meta
IF Keep going then Meta
Table 4. Coded speech extracts in 3 Party VMC.

The number of meta level comments were totaled and
analyzed in the same way. The mean number of such
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comments in two party interactions was 4.9 rising to 13.06
in three party interactions. The ANOVA showed that there
was a significant effect of Party (F1, 27=10.3, p <0.01).
Meta level comments about the task in three party
interactions were more frequent and often extended over
lengthier stretches of talk, apparently reflecting the greater
complexity of a task in which three individuals had to co-
operate and overcome their different states of knowledge.
A rather marked example of this kind of communicative
behavior is illustrated in Table 4.

From these analyses we can conclude that in our
multiparty interactions social chat and discussions of task
strategies and related issues are significantly more frequent
than in two-person problem solving dialogues.

But do such effects explain the overall differences in
length of three party interactions? On average we found
that there were approximately 3 extra speaker turns
concerned with social chat and approximately 8 extra turns
of talk concerned with meta level comments about the
problem solving task in three party interactions compared
to two. As the average length of three party VMC
interactions is 74 turns longer than two party interactions,
these categories combined would account for just under
15% of the overall increased length, a significant
contribution, but by no means a comprehensive account of
the differences observed throughout the dialogues.

We therefore decided to continue our analyses of the
possible impact of different kinds of knowledge state, and
tabulate the lengths of stretches of dialogue concerned with
each kind of knowledge state. For each dialogue the mean
length of stretches of talk concerned with each KS
category were calculated.

KS1 KS2 KS3 KS4 KS5 KS6
2-party 11.4 4.7 4.9
3-party 11.9 6.7 7.2 16.6 14.9 9.3

Table 5. Mean Number of Turns of Speech by Participants’
Knowledge State (KS) in VMC Interactions.

By comparing the lengths of interactions which concern
directly comparable dialogue states, i.e. KS1, 2 and 3,
between two and three party interactions we can assess
whether there is a general increase in length. An ANOVA
was conducted on these data which showed that the length
of these stretches did not differ according to the number of
participants. There was a significant main effect of
knowledge state (F1, 27 = 49.02, p<0.01) with more talk
occurring in KS1 where participants all share a landmark
than in either KS2 or KS3 where only the one participant
knows about a given landmark, (Post hoc tests p<0.01 for
both comparisons with KS I, KS2 vs. KS3, n.s.).

The very similar way in which participants communicate in
these KS categories is illustrated in the extracts in Tables 6
to 9, below.

Speaker Extract Coding
IG Mhm and you should Ruined monastery

have a mined monastery
>

IF < No oh I have yeah I do Ruined monastery
IG Hm yeah mhm OK well Ruined monastery

mhm go directly north >
IF Mhm Ruined monastery
IG Just beneath the mined Ruined monastery

monastery just stay on the
right hand side of the
monastery

IF OK Ruined monastery
IG You’ve got mhm a line Ruined monastery

going straight up past the
right hand side of the
ruined monastery

IF OK Ruined monastery
IG And then go over the top Ruined monastery

of that
Table 6. KS1 2 Party VMC speech extracts: both participants

had maps showing the ’Ruined monastery’feature.

Speaker Extract Coding
IG2 Do you have the ruined Ruined monastery

monastery Sue and Ewan?
IF Mhm accommodation Overnight

yeah > accommodation
IG1 Yeah I do yeah Ruined monastery
IG2 Do you Ewan? Ruined monastery
IF Right yes have that Ruined monastery
IG2 OK you’re gonna after Overnight

you turn at the overnight accommodation
accommodation

IF <Yes to the ruined/ Ruined monastery
IG2 Monastery head straight Ruined monastery

up to the ruined
monastery straight to the
right of it and then circle
around over the top of it
down the left hand side
and then you’re gonna
head towards the left of
the screen >

Table 7. KS1, 3 Party VMC speech extracts: all participants
had maps showing the ’Ruined monastery "feature.

The other KS categories in this analysis, KS 2 and KS3,
which are represented in both 2 and 3 party interactions,
are where the participants have mismatches in the
information about landmarks. As this leads to differences
in participants’ knowledge states, it might have been
thought to lead to more communicative difficulty, and
hence lengthier stretches of talk in multiparty interactions.
Even such potential problem points can be handled just as
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efficiently in three party interactions, as the mean lengths
of interactions shown in Table 5 again confirm.

Speaker Extract Coding
IG That’s another big big Canal

bend do you have a canal?
IF <No where’s? Canal
IG Your canal Canal
IG Right> Canal
IG Mhm it’s on the west of Canal+Bakery

the bakery
IF Right Canal
IG <Mhm Canal
IF OK> Canal
IG Do you have anything Canal

round there?
Table 8. KS3, 2 Part), VMC speech extracts:

Only the IG’s map showed the ’Canal" feature.

Speaker Extract Coding
IG2 <Have you / got a canal? Canal
IG1 For just like about a Canal

centimeter >
IF <I’ve got no canal I’ve Canal +

got some wheat fields sort Wheat fields
of on / the left

IG2 Oh fight I’ve got wheat Wheat fields
fields as well mhm don’t
go / anywhere near the
wheat fields>

Table 9. KS3, 3 Party VMC speech extracts:
Only the IG2’ s map showed the "Canal’ feature.

A separate analysis was carried out on the 3 party VMC
data, comparing the mean lengths of stretches of dialogue
for all six knowledge states. Knowledge state was a
significant main effect (F5, 84 = 18.3, p<0.001). Post hoc
tests showed that significantly lengthier discussions occur
around knowledge states (KS4, KS5 & KS6) where two 
the three participants share knowledge of a landmark but
the third participant does not, compared to all other
knowledge states (ps all <0.05 or <0.01, except KS 
which is significantly longer than KS6). The lengthiest
discussions of all occur where there is a mismatch of
knowledge between the two instructions givers, with KS 4
and KS5 being significantly longer than all other categories
including KS6 where both instruction givers but not the
instruction follower, know about a landmark. These two
categories (KS4 and KS5) do not differ significantly. 
the average ’extra’ length of a 3 party VMC interaction is
74 turns, and as there are on average 4 KS4 and 4 KS5
stretches in each dialogue, these KS could account for over
85% of the extra talk. It seems that it is not three person
interactions per se that lead to lengthier dialogues, but the
distribution of knowledge among dyads in the group, as
illustrated in Table 10.

Speaker Extract Coding
IG2 Then down then down to Pine forest

the left of pine forest >
IG1 The bakery Bakery
IF Right OK just try that Bakery

then
IG1 With with mine from the Bakery

old above the old pine
you have to go fight a bit
and then down to the
bakery but between have
you got the bakery?

IF Yeab Bakery
IG1 I haven’t I haven’t got Bakery

any icons between the old
pine and the bakery but I
know that from above the
old pine you have to go
down fight of the baker,/

IF To the fight of the bakery Bakery +
so am I going to the fight Pine forest
of the pine forest as well
Anne?

IG2 It’s to the left of the pine Pine forest
forest

IF < Left of the pine / forest Pine forest
IG2 Yeah > Pine forest
IF OK Pine forest
IG1 <And fight / of the bakery Bakery
IF Right at the bakery > Bakery
IG1 < Yeah and loop / under Bakery

the bakery
IG2 Where’s the bakery to the Bakery

pine forest?>
IF Pardon Bakery
IG2 , ?Where s the bakery. Bakery
IF < It’s sort of south / of the Bakery

forest
IG2 South of the / pine fight Bakery
IF Yeah So am I sort of Pine forest +

going down the left of the Bakery
pine forest and then fight
over the top of the
bakery? >

IG2 <Yeah / Bakery
IG1 Yeah fight over the fight Bakery

>

IF So now I’m on the fight Bakery
of the bakery

IG2 <Right / Bakery
IG1 Then you come Bakery

underneath it going left >
IF Right Bakery
Table 10. KS4 & KS5, 3 Party VMC speech extracts:

Only IF & IG1 maps showed the "Bakery" feature.
Only IF & IG2 maps showed the ’Pine Forest’.
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Lengthier stretches of talk occur at those points where
knowledge is distributed between two of three participants.
This is particularly marked when the mismatch of
information is between instructions givers, whose roles
mean that they are the generally knowledgeable about the
task. Thus it seems that it is establishing common ground
among three partially knowledgeable participants that is
particularly challenging in multiparty interaction. The
system of knowledge state coding seems to be a useful
analytical tool for unpacking some of the characteristic
complexities of multiparty interaction.

Discussion

Anderson et al (1999) report that although two and three
party interactions achieve equal levels of task success on a
standard problem solving task, three party interactions both
face-to-face and videomediated require more interactive
work to achieve this outcome. The data clearly indicate
however, that it is the complexities of multiparty
interaction that seem to produce these lengthier
interactions not the addition of technological support.

In this paper we asked why three party interactions
differed from those involving only two participants. The
analyses show two explanations for the observed
differences. In three party interactions participants engage
in significantly more social and strategic chat in the course
of their problem solving. However this behavior is only a
relatively small factor in the increased length of multiparty
interactions. The analyses of knowledge states clearly
indicate that the most important factor is the extra talk
needed to align divergent knowledge states. Longer
multiparty interactions arose from specific points in the
task, notably from the difficulties in establishing common
ground where knowledge is initially distributed among two
of the three participants. Establishing common ground is
significantly more difficult in multiparty interactions.

Unlike studies by Schober and Clark (1989) and Wilkes-
Gibbs and Clark (1992), which report detrimental effects
of being involved in a three party interaction as an
overhearer or bystander, our three participants in both face-
to-face and videomediated groups, were all actively and
almost equally involved in the task interactions.

Clark (1996) describes various possible representations
for common ground as the basis for joint activities. Clark
proposes that people operate in terms of a ’principle of
justification’, that is they take a ’proposition to be common
ground in a community only when they believe that they
have a proper shared basis for the proposition in that
community.’ Clark points out that the implications of this
principle are that individuals expend considerable effort to
find a shared basis for their common ground which in turns
has impacts upon their language use.

The data we have presented in this paper provide
support for this position. If we take participants in a map
task trial to be temporary members of a language
community, then we have seen that they work hard to
establish a shared basis for any given proposition, for

example that the route passes to the right of a pine forest.
The members of the map task community spend a
significant amount of time discussing their map world to
ensure that such a proposition can be properly considered
part of their common ground. Indeed the knowledge state
analysis has shown that the greatest effort, i.e. most talk, is
taken up with ensuring that both instruction givers share
information about the location of landmarks originally
known to only one. The demands of the Map task only
really require that the instruction follower shares enough
common ground with the instruction givers to reproduce
the route accurately. Mismatches of knowledge between
the instruction givers are in fact irrelevant to task success.
Yet the map task participants seem to be drawn by
something like the principle of justification to extend this
common ground throughout their temporary community.
As this community enlarges from 2 to 3 participants this
requires more collaborative effort. Clearly there must
come a point in a larger group where the effort of aligning
knowledge states, or ensuring a proper basis for common
ground, would become almost impossible and different less
stringent communicative strategies would probably be
adopted.

The pattern of the overall lengths of the mediated and
face-to-face interactions suggests that the imposition of
mediating technologies at least in the form of high quality
video links had little effect on the content of the
interactions. The knowledge state analyses of VMC
interactions also suggest that the multimedia technology
did not lead to any less of a sense of a language
community. Further analyses comparing face-to-face and
mediated interactions in terms of their constituent
knowledge states are needed to conf’Lrm these preliminary
analyses. For those interested in the impacts of
communications technology this seems encouraging in the
face of many claims about the distancing effects elicited by
such technologies (e.g. Short, Christie, and Williams
1977).

Early studies of the effects of communications
technologies on users tended to focus on task outcome (e.g.
Chapanis 1975; Short, Williams, and Christie 1976).
More recent studies have also been concerned with the
impacts on the process of communication, notably in how
the technology impacts on the process of turn taking, (e.g.
O’Conaill et al 1994; Sellen 1995). A few studies have
been concerned with the impacts of technology on the
communicative content exchanged by users (e.g. Olson et
al 1992; Doherty-Sneddon et al. 1997). In this study we
hope we have contributed to the body of knowledge
concerning impacts of mediating technologies on
communicative content. Using our new analytic technique
we have been quite impressed by the ability of at least one
form of high bandwidth networking technologies to deliver
a high quality communicative environment to end users.
The challenge for future research is to understand more
about’the subtle characteristics of multiparty interaction,
both face-to-face and mediated. We hope that a better
understanding of these processes might produce design
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guidelines for future improvements in communications
technologies. We believe we have shown that
communication analysis in general has an important part to
play in developing this increased understanding, and an
analysis of the process of establishing common ground in
particular can make a significant contribution.
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